ABSTRACT Identifying reasons for under-reporting is crucial in reducing the incidence of medical errors. We studied physicians’ knowledge of the occurrence, frequency and causes of medical errors and their actual practice toward reporting them. A cross-sectional, self-administered questionnaire was answered by 107 physicians at a tertiary-care hospital in Saudi Arabia. The questionnaire had 6 sections covering demographic data, knowledge, attitudes and practice towards reporting medical errors, perceived causes of and frequency of medical errors in their hospital and personal experiences of medical error reporting. Physicians tended not to report medical errors when no harm had occurred to patients. One-third of respondents feared punitive actions if they reported errors and only 56.4% felt that error reporting had led to positive changes in overall care. A majority of errors were related to late interventions and misdiagnosis. Under-reporting of medical errors was common in this hospital. Physicians did not appreciate attempts to improve the system of error reporting and a culture of blame still prevailed.
Health-care providers’ knowledge, attitude and practice towards medical errors and error reporting are essential factors to understand in order to reach a more transparent, better quality and safer health environment. Achieving a safer health-care environment will lead to reductions in the incidence of medical errors and adverse events. Encouraging medical error reporting with the aim of using the error as an educational exercise and quality improvement tool is an essential component in providing safety of care to patients (1). It is important that health-care providers appreciate that error reporting is truly an opportunity to improve care and a tool to ensure a safer environment. Although it is frequently emphasized that medical errors should not be seen as solely the result of an individual’s mistake but rather of underlying defects in the
health-care system, health-care providers may not see this being practised in reality (2).

There has been a recent increase in the frequency of medical error claims in Saudi Arabia (3). Nearly 40,000 medical error complaints are filed annually, a third of medical practitioners are banned from travel due to those complaints and 80% of those complaints end without a conviction (4, 5). The frequency of such claims varies between provinces, but surgery and obstetric practice claims are the most frequent (6, 7). Despite the increase in claims, there is a belief that medical errors are still largely under-reported by physicians (8, 9). While a need for more transparency in revealing these errors is evident, efforts to understand the reasons behind this increase are not well studied and tend to emphasize the frequency of occurrence of errors without getting health-care workers' perspectives (6, 7, 10, 11).

Saudi Arabian health-care providers have positive knowledge and attitudes toward patient safety (12, 13). Saudi physicians consider reporting medical errors as an ethical issue (9). Reinforcement of error reporting, implementing strict guidelines, training personnel efficiently and using the experience of professionals in appropriate fields will all enhance reporting and ultimately lead to improved care (9).

We have previously reported on the attitude of physicians toward reporting medical errors in a sample of health-care providers in Saudi Arabia and determined that physicians are likely to disclose errors made by a colleague only if the error resulted in severe damage to the patient; thus, many medical errors go under-reported (14). It was believed that the assurance of confidentiality and protection from repercussions would increase medical error disclosure (14). In the current article, we present the results of physicians' knowledge about the occurrence, frequency and causes of medical errors and their personal practice of medical error reporting.

**Methods**

**Study design and setting**

This cross-sectional study from 15–30 June 2011 used a self-administered survey questionnaire to doctors in a tertiary care Ministry of Health hospital in Riyadh, the capital city of Saudi Arabia. Al-Iman General Hospital is a 400-bed hospital located in the south of the city. It offers all subspecialties and accepts medical, surgical, trauma and obstetrics and gynaecology patients.

**Sampling**

The target population was all physicians working at Al-Iman General Hospital. The study coordinator distributed the study questionnaires to physicians in all clinical departments when
they were attending their morning rounds and also during individual departments’ academic activities and hospital-wide activities. We included all licensed physicians who were working full-time in the hospital for at least 1 year prior to enrolment in the study.

The purpose of the study was explained to participants and return of a filled questionnaire was considered consent to participate in the study. Completion of the questionnaire was not obligatory at the time of distribution and the participants were requested to return the completed and sealed questionnaires to departmental secretaries to be collected later by the study coordinators. The participants were assured that they would have both anonymity and confidentiality. The approval of the local institutional review board was obtained prior to commencing the study.

**Data collection**

The questionnaire used in this study was developed and previously validated by the study group (14). It was divided into 6 sections. Section 1 collected information about respondents’ demographic and practice characteristics. Section 2 (attitude questions) asked the respondent about their incentives and barriers to medical error reporting. Section 3 (practice questions) examined the impact on medical error reporting of organizational culture, leadership and approaches to and procedures for handling medical error reporting and its consequences. Sections 4 (knowledge questions) collected information about the occurrence of medical errors in the hospital. Section 5 asked about the frequency with which medical errors were reported in the hospital. Section 6 enquired about specific and personal experiences of the respondents concerning medical error reporting. Sections 2, 3 and 4 of the survey asked the respondent to state his or her level of agreement with statements using a 3-point Likert scale from 1 (disagree) to 3 (agree).

**Statistical analyses**

The data were entered into the SPSS program, version 19, which was also used for data management and analyses. Due to the descriptive nature of this study, the results were reported as both a number and percentage for categorical variables and the mean and standard deviation (SD) for continuous variables. The data from the Likert scales were presented as categorical variables (agreement or disagreement with the statement made).

**Results**

**Demographic and practice characteristics**

Of the 161 physicians invited to participate in this study, 107 (66.5%) responded. Respondents were between 25–59 years old with a mean age of 39.8 (SD 9.0) years. Table 1 displays the demographic and practice data of the doctors who agreed to participate. The mean duration of
their training was 11.6 (SD 9.8) years, and 67.3% were males. Most were either residents or specialists (39.8% and 30.1% respectively) and from the departments of emergency medicine and surgery (19.6% and 17.7% respectively). Almost half of the respondents worked between 40–59 hours per week, while 17.1% worked 60–79 hours/week. Two-thirds of physicians (66.0%) had 1–5 years’ experience in their current work and 20.0% had more than 15 years’ experience (Table 1).

### Practice of medical error reporting

A total of 17 questions were asked about practices concerning medical error reporting in their hospital (Table 2). About 40% of physicians did not agree that there was fair treatment of staff physicians reporting medical errors. One-third of surveyed physicians (33.6%) could not confirm that their roles and responsibilities in responding to medical errors and other safety-related issues were clearly laid out in their job description. Physicians conditioned their response to medical errors according to the likely harm done to the patient; 49.0% would not report an error if no harm were inflicted, although 42.0% would report it anyway. Only 30.5% of physicians agreed that hospital management did not blame them after reporting errors and only 56.4% felt that reporting medical errors would lead to positive changes anyway (Table 2).

Two-thirds of surveyed physicians affirmed a positive role of the hospital chairman and directors in providing adequate support when problems arose and in encouraging the staff to find positive solutions for these problems, but only 50.0% said that they were given feedback about changes put into place based on event and errors reported (Table 2). Many of the physicians (42.4%) could not affirm having effective mechanisms for reporting medical errors and another 27.6% were unsure or disagreed that the hospital had policies and procedures that were effective for minimizing the occurrence of medical errors.

Only 53.8% of respondents agreed that their hospital promoted itself as an organization that responded to medical errors and other safety-related issues and less than half (47.6%) considered that the hospital was receptive to the staff’s ideas and suggestions regarding medical errors and other safety-related issues.

### Knowledge of medical error reporting

There were 15 statements in the category of knowledge about medical error reporting (Table 3). The majority of respondents thought that there was under-reporting of medical errors in the hospital and that staff shortages and overload, lack of experience and training and poor language and communication were all important causes of medical errors in the hospital. Respondents disagreed that the medical administration dealt with medical errors confidentially.
(58.1%), and 51.0% could not clearly say that the administration had a positive impact in promoting disclosure of errors. Around half of respondents (51.0%) disagreed that the reason for not disclosing errors was because the reporting process was unclear, although 64.8% did not concur that reporting errors was simple and not time-consuming.

The final statement referred to the respondents' opinion about the medical fields in which errors were most frequently encountered. In all areas (medication, diagnostic, surgical, transfusion, laboratory, late interventions), respondents felt that errors were most frequently related to late interventions followed by laboratory and diagnosis medical errors. Surgery-related medical errors were less mentioned, followed by medication-related errors. Transfusion-related errors were the lowest in occurrence according to respondents.

Physicians' characteristics and medical error reporting

Table 4 shows the mean scores of physicians on practice and knowledge of medical error reporting in relation to their demographic and practice characteristics. Physicians who worked long hours (60–79 hours) had poorer practice scores for reporting errors compared with physicians who worked fewer hours (P = 0.046). Physicians in obstetrics departments had better self-reported practice (i.e. lower scores) for reporting medical errors than did other specialities, although the numbers were not statistically significant (P = 0.063) (Table 4).

There were no significant effects of sex, age, position, specialty, department or year of specialty on physicians’ knowledge scores although non-Saudi physician had a better knowledge score (P = 0.054) (Table 4).

The practice questions in Section 3 examined the impact on medical error reporting of organizational culture, leadership and approaches to and procedures for handling medical error reporting and its consequences. Three questions were asked about the conditions for reporting medical errors (Table 5): those discovered before they affect the patient, those that occur but do not harm the patient and those that occur and cause harm. Compared with male doctors, more female physicians felt that disclosure of errors was dependent on the potential harm caused (P = 0.03).

Frequency of reporting errors

When asked how frequently they had filed medical error reports in the past year, 61% of the physicians said they had not filed an error in the previous 12 months, 21% had filed 1 or 2 errors
reports, 8% had filed 3–5 reports, 7% had filed 6–10 error reports and one respondent had filed more than 20 medical errors reports. Physicians working between 20–39 hours were statistically more likely to report fewer errors compared with those who worked more hours (Figure 1). The overall self-reporting of errors across all residents, specialists, consultants and general practitioners were low. There were higher reporting trends among residents compared with other groups.
Errors were most likely to be reported by obstetric physicians (38.9%) and the least likely by surgical physicians (18.2%) (P = 0.019) (Table 6).

**Discussion**

Transparency plays a major role in the overall success of most organizations and hospitals and the medical community is no exception. Therefore, the disclosure of medical errors is one major form of transparency that can dictate the overall efficiency of the existing health-care system. Physicians’ knowledge that medical errors are under-reported in their hospital was evident in the present survey in Saudi Arabia. Under-reporting of medical errors by physicians has many causes. Reluctance to report violations may be a function of the widespread and well-documented resistance among doctors to adhere to clinical protocols, which are perceived by many in the medical community as a threat to their professional autonomy (15,16). This resistance to adherence was reported by another survey among health-care providers in Saudi Arabia (17). Physicians’ willingness to report errors to the hospital, as well as to discuss errors with colleagues and patients, may be diminished by fear of litigation and concern of tarnishing their professional reputation among colleagues and patients (15,18). Although one may speculate that being an expatriate working in Saudi Arabia may be another major contribution to low reporting, due to fear of losing one’s reputation or job and/or fear of punishment, the results of our study did not confirm this. Both Saudi nationals and expatriates reported having similar medical error reporting practices, although expatriates tended to have a better knowledge score.

In our study physicians acknowledged that incompetence or lack of sufficient training and background led to medical errors. It is apparent that one has to be equipped with a certain level of expertise and a degree of professionalism to keep medical errors to a minimum. Furthermore, it is important for the medical profession to take measures at both an individual and organizational level to avoid medical errors (15,18).

One factor that was apparent from this survey was that most doctors did not think it was necessary to disclose an error if it did not severely harm the patient. It is commonly accepted among the majority of doctors that errors are an “inevitable” and potentially unmanageable feature of medical work and that incident reporting is therefore “pointless” (19). This belief, however, does not supersede the importance of disclosing errors, especially if the consequences are patient death.

Most of our respondents did not think that the hospital administration implemented protocols to promote confidentiality and fairness in the disclosure of errors. One way to address this issue is
to openly share experiences in a confidential setting which effectively helps diffuse feelings of
guilt and which challenges the culture of shame and isolation that often surrounds medical
errors (19). Furthermore, as discussed by Hebert et al., disclosures should be made easier and
not riskier for health-care practitioners so that clinicians can learn from mistakes and improve
patient care (20).

Al-Iman General Hospital is first and foremost a government hospital and, as such, the
hospital’s protocols are established by the Saudi Ministry of Health, which does not have
concrete protocols for error disclosure. Similarly, in Canada, error disclosure is not explicitly
addressed in the new Canadian Medical Association’s Code of Ethics. In addition, most
professional bodies, such as the College of Physicians and Surgeons of Ontario, the Province’s
regulatory body for physicians, have no policies requiring physicians to disclose errors except in
some circumstances of professional incompetence or incapacity (20). In the United States,
however, the Joint Commission on Accreditation of Health Care Organizations requires
hospitals to inform patients of care outcomes, including anticipated outcomes and disclosure
(21). The Ministry of Health of Saudi Arabia should adopt a similar programme – one which is
both patient- and physician-friendly with regards to transparency – and implement the
programme throughout all the hospitals in the country. In the current study the lack of existing
unified protocols was evident. For example, 49.0% of responders stated that the reporting
process was not clear while only 41.0% thought that the process was simple and not time
consuming.

System barriers are factors that are inherent in the system that may hinder addressing medical
errors. In the emergency department, these have been shown to include high patient volumes,
multiple transitions during care and lack of follow-up care. These cases usually inhibit the
physician’s ability to disclose errors because the transfer of information is often deficient in
detail, imprecise, delayed and badly organized. The lack of follow-up care also hinders error
disclosure in the sense that it does not provide an opportunity to determine, report or investigate
an error (21). Surgeons and emergency physicians were the least likely to report medical errors
in the current study.

In this study, those who were working the greatest number of hours tended to report fewer
errors; this finding confirms that an increased workload diminishes the opportunity to report
errors. Another form of system barrier is the lack of leadership in hospitals that promotes the
value of error reporting or disclosure. Improvements in the system cannot happen if there is no
leadership or support from the administration that addresses the importance of patient safety
(22).
Physician barriers strongly affect error disclosure. The attitude and behaviour of physicians become barriers to reporting medical errors. When there is an incidence of medical error, physicians are more likely to feel a sense of failure. They may consequently develop feelings of shame, guilt and professional incompetence. Despite the fact that physicians recognize the importance of disclosing medical errors, they may be inhibited from doing so because they might not possess the training and proper communication skills to address this type of situation (23).

It has been demonstrated before that most physicians also fear the possibility of losing the trust of their patients. This fear causes further negative implications to the patients because the patients may tend to decrease cooperation to treatment plans, develop unwarranted worry about their treatment, and stop seeking professional health care in the future. While some believe that error disclosure wears away patients’ trust, there are others who believe that it enhances trust because error disclosure promotes honesty and good communication between patients and physicians (23). In many hospitals, there is also a culture of blame when there is an error reported. The most common object of blame is the attending physician, although the underlying cause of error might be a system failure. This culture of blame must be transformed into a culture of patient safety to promote error reporting, regardless of whether the error causes an adverse event (1).

Physicians also encounter the risk of malpractice liability, and legal barriers may impede them from disclosing medical errors. When the error is not reported, patients will not be aware that an error was made. However, when an error is disclosed, the patient may take legal action to receive compensation for the harm they have suffered. Disclosure of errors by physicians, as well as their apology, could be used as evidence against them during a trial (23). Medical malpractice in Saudi Arabia is referred to the National Medico-Legal Committee where the cases are evaluated before being given a verdict (20,21). Because most physicians are expatriates, the fear of deportation and the loss of the right to practice medicine could definitely impede the disclosure of medical errors. One suggestion from the Institute of Medicine in the United States regarding legal barriers is to encourage legislative action for peer-reviewed protection as well as for the protection of the reported information. As a result, the reporters of medical errors will be given adequate protection (24). This suggestion needs to be thoroughly studied in Saudi Arabia before it can be implemented to ensure that it adheres to Islamic principles and does not violate Sharia law. Alternatively, the recent study from Asqhari et al. on Iranian doctors suggested that the most acceptable approach to dealing with a peer’s medical error is to report it to the responsible doctor and encourage him/her to disclose it to the patient (22).

A weakness in our study was that the majority of our sample population (85.7%) were expatriate, non-Saudi doctors. It is conceivable that this group may be more reluctant to report
their own errors or the errors of their colleagues; therefore, the results cannot be generalized to all Saudi physicians. Nevertheless, this is still a useful study in the context of Saudi Arabia, where more than 80.7% of doctors working in the Ministry of Health are expatriates. Another weakness of our study was that we sampled from only one hospital, and thus the results may not be extrapolated to other hospitals.

**Conclusion**

In conclusion, this study is the first in Saudi Arabia to evaluate physicians’ knowledge about the occurrence, frequency and causes of medical errors and their personal practice of medical error reporting. Under-reporting of medical errors was common in this hospital. Physicians did not appreciate attempts to improve the system of error reporting and a culture of blame still prevailed. The burden of promoting medical error reporting is on the physicians, health-care institutions and administrators. Health-care institutions should adopt a programme that enhances and promotes error reporting. This should entail transparency, confidentiality and a no-blame culture.
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